Abstract. For complex connected, reductive, affine, algebraic groups G, we give a Lietheoretic characterization of the semistability of principal G-co-Higgs bundles on the complex projective line P 1 in terms of the simple roots of a Borel subgroup of G. We describe a stratification of the moduli space in terms of the Harder-Narasimhan type of the underlying bundle.
Introduction
Co-Higgs bundles arise principally in the study of generalized holomorphic bundles on generalized complex manifolds, in the sense of [Hi2] , [Gu] . On the one hand, a generalized holomorphic bundle on a symplectic manifold is a bundle with flat connection. In contrast, a generalized holomorphic bundle on an ordinary complex manifold is not simply a holomorphic vector bundle, but rather a holomorphic vector bundle together with Higgs field-like data. If E −→ X is the vector bundle, then this data is a holomorphic section φ of the vector bundle End(E) ⊗ T X, where T X is the holomorphic tangent bundle of X, such that φ ∧ φ = 0, as in [Hi4, Ra1] . For Higgs bundles in the ordinary sense, T X would be replaced by T * Xhence the nomenclature co-Higgs.
When X is a complete algebraic curve or equivalently a compact Riemann surface, a co-Higgs bundle on it is a holomorphic vector bundle E −→ X together with a section φ ∈ H 0 (X, End(E) ⊗ K −1 X ), where K −1 X = T X is the anticanonical line bundle. As such, they provide examples of stable pairs in the sense of [Ni, Mn, Bot] . For curves, the condition φ ∧ φ = 0 becomes vacuous and slope stability implies that nontrivial examples exist only on the complex projective line P 1 [Ra2] . Restricting to P 1 , where K −1 P 1 ∼ = O P 1 (2) and holomorphic vector bundles decompose into direct sums of line bundles, one of the main results regarding the existence of semistable co-Higgs bundles is the following, proven by deforming a model co-Higgs field:
Theorem 1.1 ([Ra2, Theorem 6.1]). A holomorphic vector bundle of rank r E ∼ = O P 1 (m 1 ) ⊕ O P 1 (m 2 ) ⊕ · · · ⊕ O P 1 (m r )
over P 1 , where m 1 ≥ m 2 ≥ · · · ≥ m r , admits a semistable φ ∈ H 0 (P 1 , End(E) ⊗ O P 1 (2)) if and only if m i ≤ m i+1 + 2 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1. The generic φ leaves invariant no subbundle of E whatsoever and is hence stable.
Just as one generalizes Higgs bundles to principal G-Higgs bundles, where G is some reductive affine algebraic group, one can generalize co-Higgs bundles in the same way. To be precise, we define a principal G-co-Higgs bundle on X to be a pair (E G , θ) in which E G −→ X is a holomorphic principal G-bundle and θ ∈ H 0 (X, ad(E G )⊗T X). The notions of stable and semistable principal bundles extend to the context of G-co-Higgs bundles in a natural way; the definition of a (semi)stable G-co-Higgs bundle is recalled in Section 2.
With these notions in place, a natural question is how the above semistability result on P 1 transforms under the generalization to arbitrary reductive G. Fix a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G and a maximal torus T ⊂ B, where G is a connected, reductive, affine algebraic group define over C. We prove that the that Harder-Narasimhan reduction of a holomorphic principal G-bundle E G over the complex projective line P 1 admits a further holomorphic reduction of structure group to T (Proposition 3.2).
We prove the following criterion (see Theorem 4.1): Theorem 1.2. Let X stand for the complex projective line P 1 . Let E G be a holomorphic principal G-bundle E G on X, and let E T ⊂ E G be a holomorphic reduction of structure group to T of the Harder-Narasimhan reduction of E G (as mentioned above). There is a co-Higgs field
such that (E G , θ) is stable if and only if for every simple root
holds, where L χ is the line bundle on X associated, via χ, to E T . In fact, if degree(L χ ) ≥ 3 for some simple root χ : T −→ C * with respect to B, then there is no co-Higgs field
When G = GL(r, C), Theorem 1.2 coincides with Theorem 1.1.
Remark 1.3. From the openness of the stability condition, [Ma] , it follows immediately that if there is a co-Higgs field θ 0 on E G such that (E G , θ 0 ) is stable, then for the generic co-Higgs field θ on E G , the pair (E G , θ) is stable.
Remark 1.4. Note that in Theorem 1.1, it is necessary to take the degrees {m j } r j=1 in decreasing order, otherwise the criterion is not valid. Similarly, the criterion in Theorem 1.2 is not valid if we take E T to be an arbitrary holomorphic reduction of structure group of E G to the maximal torus T . The principal T -bundle E T in Theorem 1.1 has to be a reduction of structure group of the Harder-Narasimhan reduction of E G .
The proof of Theorem 1.2 uses an auxiliary object -namely the adjoint co-Higgs bundle as defined below -together with a study of the Harder-Narasimhan filtration under the reduction of structure to a maximal torus.
Finally, for arbitrary G satisfying the above hypotheses, we describe in Section 5 a stratification of the corresponding co-Higgs moduli space in terms of the Harder-Narasimhan type of the underlying bundle.
Adjoint bundle of a co-Higgs bundle
Let G be a connected, reductive, affine algebraic group defined over C. The Lie algebra of G will be denoted by g. Recall that a parabolic subgroup of G is a Zariski-closed, connected subgroup P ⊂ G such that G/P is compact. The unipotent radical of a parabolic subgroup P ⊂ G will be denoted by R u (P ). The quotient group L(P ) := P/R u (P ) is called the Levi quotient of P . A Levi subgroup of P is a Zariski closed subgroup L P ⊂ P such that the composition
is an isomorphism [Bor, p. 158, § 11.22] . We recall that any parabolic subgroup P admits a Levi subgroup, and any two Levi subgroups of P differ by conjugation by an element of R u (P ) [Bor, p. 158, § 11.23] , [Hu, § 30.2, p. 184] . The center of G will be denoted by Z G . A character χ of P is called strictly anti-dominant if
• χ is trivial on Z G , and • the line bundle on G/P , associated to the principal P -bundle G −→ G/P for the character χ, is ample.
For economy, we will understand X to refer to the complex projective line P 1 . Accordingly, its holomorphic tangent bundle will be denoted by T X. A co-Higgs field on a holomorphic vector bundle V over X is a holomorphic section of End(V ) ⊗ T X. Take a holomorphic principal G-bundle E G on X. Let
be the adjoint vector bundle associated to E G for the adjoint action of G on g. A co-Higgs field on E G is a holomorphic section of ad(E G ) ⊗T X. A G-co-Higgs bundle is a pair (E G , θ), where E G is a holomorphic principal G-bundle and θ is a co-Higgs field on E G .
Note that a co-Higgs field on a principal GL(r, C)-bundle E on X is a co-Higgs field on the vector bundle of rank r associated to E by the standard representation of GL(r, C).
Let θ be a co-Higgs field on a holomorphic principal G-bundle E G on X. Then θ induces a co-Higgs field ad(θ) on the vector bundle ad(E G ) which is defined as follows:
A G-co-Higgs bundle (E G , θ) on X is called stable (respectively, semistable) for every pair (P, E P ), where
• P G is a parabolic subgroup, and • E P ⊂ E G is a holomorphic reduction of structure group to P such that
the following holds: for every strictly anti-dominant character χ of P , the line bundle E P × χ C on X associated to E P , for the character χ, is of positive (respectively, nonnegative) degree. This definition coincides with stability of principal G-Hitchin pairs taking values in an arbitrary line bundle, cf. [GGM, BGM, BP, Sc] . It is known that any holomorphic principal G-bundle E G has a Harder-Narasimhan reduction E Q ⊂ E G , where Q is a parabolic subgroup of G; this Harder-Narasimhan is unique in a precise sense, which is recalled in Section 3.
Proposition 2.1. Let (E G , θ) be a semistable G-co-Higgs bundle on X. Then the co-Higgs vector bundle (ad(E G ), ad(θ)) is semistable.
Proof. Assume that the co-Higgs vector bundle (ad(E G ), ad(θ)) is not semistable. Let
be the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of (ad(E G ), ad(θ)). We recall that this means that
• the vector bundles V i /V i−1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, equipped with the co-Higgs field induced by ad(θ) is semistable; and
The proof of the existence and uniqueness of the above Harder-Narasimhan filtration is identical to the proof of the existence and uniqueness of the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of a vector bundle. Note that End(ad(
. Using this isomorphism, the co-Higgs field ad(θ) on ad(E G ) induces a co-Higgs field on the dual vector bundle ad(E G ) * . Let
be the co-Higgs field on ad(E G ) * induced by ad(θ). It may be mentioned that the dual co-Higgs vector bundle (ad(E G )
where
Indeed, this follows directly from the defining properties of the Harder-Narasimhan filtration and the fact that the dual of semistable co-Higgs bundle is also semistable.
Fix a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form B 0 on g such that the adjoint action of G on g preserves B 0 . Since B 0 is G-invariant, it produces a fiber-wise non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form
In particular, B ′ produces a holomorphic isomorphism of vector bundles
Consider the composition
Evidently it is a co-Higgs field on the vector bundle ad(E G )
be this co-Higgs field on ad(E G ) * .
We will investigate how the co-Higgs field ad(θ) * on ad(E G ) * constructed in (2.2) is related to the co-Higgs field ad(θ) ′ constructed in (2.5).
Let z(g) be the center of g, so z(g) is the Lie algebra of the center Z G of G. Since G is reductive, the G-module g has a natural decomposition
where each h i is an ideal in g with the Lie algebra h i being simple. The decomposition in (2.6) is orthogonal with respect to the earlier mentioned symmetric bilinear form B 0 on g because B 0 is preserved by the adjoint action of G. Since h i is simple, if B i and B i are two two G-invariant nonzero symmetric bilinear forms on h i , then there is a nonzero constant λ ∈ C such that B i = λ · B i . On the other hand, a simple Lie algebra has the Killing form which is nondegenerate. From these it follows that ad(θ) ′ in (2.5) does not depend on the choice of B 0 . More precisely, it coincides with ad(θ) * in (2.2).
Since the isomorphism B in (2.4) takes the co-Higgs bundle (ad(E G ), ad(θ)) to the coHiggs bundle (ad(E G ) * , ad(θ) ′ ), it takes the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of ad(E G ) for (ad(E G ), ad(θ)) to the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of ad(E G ) * for (ad(E G ) * , ad(θ) ′ ). It was observed above that the co-Higgs field ad(θ)
′ coincides with ad(θ) * . Consequently, the isomorphism B in (2.4) takes the filtration of ad(E G ) in (2.1) to the filtration of ad(E G ) * in (2.3).
The tensor product of two semistable co-Higgs vector bundles is again semistable [BP, p. 2263, Theorem 1.1] . Therefore, the proof of Proposition 2.10 in [AB, p. 214 ] now goes through.
Corollary 2.2. Let E G be a holomorphic principal G-bundle on X that admits a co-Higgs field such that the resulting G-co-Higgs bundle is semistable. Then the vector bundle ad(E G ) admits a co-Higgs field such that the resulting co-Higgs bundle is semistable.
Proof. If θ is a co-Higgs field on E G such that the G-co-Higgs bundle (E G , θ) is semistable, then Proposition 2.1 says that the co-Higgs bundle (ad(E G ), ad(θ)) is semistable.
Note that from Theorem 1.1 we know when the vector bundle ad(E G ) admits a co-Higgs field such that the resulting co-Higgs bundle is semistable.
Torus reduction of principal G-bundles
Let E G be a holomorphic principal G-bundle on X. Let
be the Harder-Narasimhan reduction for E G [AAB] . It should be clarified that we are not assuming that E G is not semistable. If E G is semistable, then P = G. It should be mentioned that E G determines the conjugacy class of the parabolic subgroup P in (3.1). Indeed, for any g 0 ∈ G, the sub-fiber bundle E P g 0 ⊂ E G is a holomorphic reduction of structure group of E G to g − 0 P g 0 . This reduction of structure group E P g 0 of E G to g − 0 P g 0 is also Harder-Narasimhan reduction for E G . The Harder-Narasimhan reduction is unique in the sense that any two Harder-Narasimhan reductions differ, in the above way, by some element of G.
Fix a Borel subgroup B ⊂ P of G, and also fix a maximal torus T ⊂ B. Given any parabolic subgroup of Q ⊂ G, there is an element g 0 ∈ G such that g Hu, Theorem 21.3] . We assume that P in (3.1) contains B.
The following lemma is basically a consequence of the splitting theorem of Birkhoff and Grothendieck [Bi, Gr] .
P admits a holomorphic reduction of structure group to the Borel subgroup B. In particular, the holomorphic principal P -bundle E P in (3.1) admits a holomorphic reduction of structure group to B.
Proof. As before, the unipotent radical of P is denoted by R u (P ); let L(P ) := P/R u (P ) be the Levi quotient. Let
be the holomorphic principal L(P )-bundle on X = P 1 obtained by extending the structure group of E ′ P using the quotient map q. Let
be the quotient map.
Since L(P ) is a connected reductive complex algebraic group, the holomorphic principal L(P )-bundle E ′ L(P ) admits a holomorphic reduction of structure group to the maximal torus q(T ) ⊂ L(P ) [Gr, p. 122 
be a holomorphic reduction of structure group to q(T ). Now we note that the inverse image
is a holomorphic reduction of structure group, to the subgroup q −1 (q(T )) ⊂ P , of the holomorphic principal P -bundle E ′ P . On the other hand, we have
Let E ′ B be the holomorphic principal B-bundle on X obtained by extending the structure group of the above holomorphic principal q −1 (q(T ))-bundle q
is evidently a holomorphic reduction of structure group of E ′ P to the subgroup B of P .
A stronger statement holds for the reduction E P in (3.1).
Proposition 3.2. The holomorphic principal P -bundle E P in (3.1) admits a holomorphic reduction of structure group to the maximal torus T ⊂ P .
Proof. Fix a holomorphic reduction of structure group
which exists by Lemma 3.1.
The unipotent radical of B will be denoted by R u (B). Consider the short exact sequence of algebraic groups
Note that the restriction φ| T : T −→ T 0 is an isomorphism. We will often identify T with T 0 using φ| T . The short exact sequence in (3.3) is right-split [Bor, p. 158, § 11.23] , [Hu, § 30.2, p. 184] . Fix a homomorphism
Consider the holomorphic principal B-bundle E B in (3.2). Let
be the holomorphic principal T 0 -bundle obtained by extending the structure group of E B using the projection φ in (3.3). Let E T −→ X be the holomorphic principal T -bundle given by E T 0 using the isomorphism φ| T . Let
be the holomorphic principal B-bundle obtained by extending the structure group of E T 0 using the homomorphism s in (3.4). Note that E T 0 is a holomorphic reduction of structure group of the principal B-bundle E ′ B to T 0 , because E ′ B is the extension of structure group of E T 0 . Therefore, to prove the proposition it suffices to show that the principal B-bundle E ′ B constructed in (3.5) is holomorphically isomorphic to the principal B-bundle E B .
Note for for both E B and E ′ B , the holomorphic principal T 0 -bundle obtained by extending the structure group using the projection φ in (3.3) is E T 0 = E T . We will use this fact in proving that E B and E ′ B are holomorphically isomorphic. For that we need to understand the class of principal B-bundles that give the same principal T -bundle E T by extension of structure group using φ.
The subgroup T ⊂ B acts on B via inner automorphisms. This action of T on B evidently preserves the unipotent radical R u (B) in (3.3); in fact, any automorphism of B preserves R u (B). Any t ∈ T acts on R u (B) as u −→ tut −1 , u ∈ R u (B). There is a filtration of algebraic subgroups
• the quotient U i /U i+1 is isomorphic to the additive group C for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n, and
• the adjoint action of T on B preserves the filtration in (3.6).
To construct the filtration in (3.6) consider the central series for R u (B). Each successive quotient of this central series is a direct sum of copies of the additive group C. The adjoint action of T on R u (B) clearly preserves the central series for R u (B). So we may decompose each successive quotient of the central series as a direct sum of one-dimensional T -modules. This way we get a finer filtration of R u (B) that satisfies all the conditions for (3.6).
be the fiber bundle associated to the principal T -bundle E T for the adjoint action of T on U i . So each fiber of E T (U i ) is a group algebraically isomorphic to U i . Next we define the twisted cohomology set H 1 (X, E T (U i )); they are explicitly described below. The reason for looking into this twisted cohomology is that the set H 1 (X, E T (U 0 )) parametrizes all the isomorphism classes of holomorphic principal B-bundles on X that produce the same holomorphic principal T -bundle E T after extension of structure group using φ in (3.3).
Cover X using two affine open subsets which we denote by X 1 and X 2 ; they can be, for example, the complements of 0 and ∞ respectively. Trivialize E T over X 1 and X 2 . Let τ 12 be the corresponding 1-cocycle, which is a map from X 12 := X 1 X 2 to T . . The equivalence classes of twisted cocycles form the pointed set H 1 (X, E T (U 0 )) mentioned earlier (see [FM, Appendix] ). The base point in H 1 (X, E T (U 0 )) corresponds to the constant function u 12 = e (the identity element of G is denoted by e). As mentioned before, the elements of H 1 (X, E T (U 0 )) correspond to the isomorphism classes of holomorphic principal B-bundles that give E T by extension of structure group using φ [FM, Appendix] , [BV] . The base point in H 1 (X, E T (U 0 )) corresponds to E ′ B constructed in (3.5); it was noted earlier that E ′ B produces E T by extension of structure group using the homomorphism φ. To prove that E B and E ′ B are isomorphic, it suffices to prove that
because E B gives E T by extension of structure group using φ.
Recall that the action of T on R u (B) preserves the filtration in (3.6). Therefore, T acts on each successive quotient U i /U i+1 , 0 ≤ i ≤ n. So we can similarly construct
and H 1 (X, E T (U i /U i+1 )), for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n. The inclusion of U i+1 in U i produces a map of pointed sets
similarly, the quotient map
produces a map of pointed sets [BV] .
We claim that the image of β i coincides with the inverse image, under the map γ i , of the base point of
To prove the claim, let
be the base point. Since the composition
where q i is constructed in (3.8), is the trivial homomorphism, it follows immediately that
So to prove the claim it suffices to show that
Let u 12 be a twisted cocycle with values in U i such that the element u 12 in H 1 (X, E T (U i )) defined by u 12 lies in γ −1 i (e 0 ). Note that the element γ i ( u 12 ) ∈ H 1 (X, E T (U i /U i+1 )) is given by the cocycle q i • u 12 , where q i is the projection in (3.8). Therefore, there are morphisms
12 = e i , where e i denotes the identity element of U i /U i+1 .
Since the varieties U i and U i /U i+1 are both affine spaces, and q i is a projection map of affine spaces, there are algebraic morphisms
such that z i = q i • z i for i = 1, 2. Now define
It is straight-forward to check that u 12 maps X 12 := X 1 ∩ X 2 to U i+1 . The element
defined by u 12 satisfies the condition that
This proves the inclusion in (3.9). Hence the claim is also proved.
We will prove (3.7) using induction: It will be shown that
for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n + 1. From the above claim it follows that (3.10) holds if
Recall that the quotient U i /U i+1 is isomorphic to the additive group C. Note that the action of T on U i /U i+1 is linear. Let L i denote the holomorphic line bundle on X associated to the principal T -bundle E T for the action of T on U i /U i+1 . Now from the properties of the Harder-Narasimhan reduction it follows that degree(L i ) ≥ 0 [AAB, p. 694, Theorem 1] . This implies that H 1 (X, L i ) = 0. Hence (3.11) holds. Therefore, we conclude that (3.10), in particular (3.7), holds. This completes the proof of the proposition.
Criterion for stable co-Higgs field
Let E G be a holomorphic principal G-bundle over X = P 1 . Let
be the Harder-Narasimhan reduction; if E G is semistable, then P = G. As before, fix B and T ; assume that B ⊂ P .
be holomorphic reductions (see Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.2).
Let χ : T −→ C * be a simple root with respect to (B, T ). Then the associated line bundle
[AAB, p. 712, Theorem 6].
Theorem 4.1. There is a co-Higgs field
holds. In fact, if degree(L χ ) ≥ 3 for some simple root χ : T −→ C * with respect to B, then there is no co-Higgs field
Proof. First assume that there is a simple root
Let B ⊂ P χ ⊂ G be the maximal parabolic subgroup corresponding to χ. Let
be the holomorphic principal P χ -bundle obtained by extending the structure group of E B using the inclusion of B in P χ . Since E B is a reduction of structure group of E G , it follows that there is a natural inclusion
meaning E Pχ is a holomorphic reduction of structure group of E G to the subgroup P χ ⊂ G.
The quotient vector bundle ad(E G )/ad(E Pχ ) splits into a direct sum of line bundles [Gr, p. 122, Théorème 1.1]. But we need a representation theoretic description of such a decomposition. For that consider the T -module g/Lie(P χ ); note that since T ⊂ P χ , the adjoint action of T on g preserves the Lie algebra Lie(P χ ). Express T -module g/Lie(P χ ) as a direct sum of one-dimensional T -modules
where S is a collection of characters of S (there may be repetitions of some characters), and L µ is the one-dimensional T -module on which T acts via µ. Let
be the holomorphic line bundle associated to the principal T -bundle E T for the T -module L µ . So, from (4.4) we have a decomposition
From (4.3) it follows that the degree of every direct summand L µ in (4.5) is bounded above by −3. Hence we have
Consequently, from (4.5) it follows that
Therefore, for every co-Higgs field θ on E G , we have
This implies that the above reduction
contradicts the condition required for semistability of (E G , θ).
We will now prove that if degree(L χ ) ≤ 2 for every simple root χ with respect to (B, T ), then there is a co-Higgs field θ ∈ H 0 (X, ad(E G ) ⊗ T X) such that (E G , θ) is stable.
So assume that degree(L χ ) ≤ 2 (4.6) for every simple root χ with respect to (B, T ). The condition in (4.6) implies that
Note that on X = P 1 , the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of any holomorphic vector bundle splits holomorphically. Indeed, any semistable vector bundle on X of rank a and slope b is isomorphic to
Consequently, any short exact sequence of holomorphic vector bundles of the form
splits holomorphically. From this it follows immediately that the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of any holomorphic vector bundle on X splits holomorphically. In particular, the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of ad(E G ) splits holomorphically. The adjoint vector bundle ad(E P ) for E P (in (4.1)) is the part of the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of ad(E G ) for slope zero [AB, p. 216, Lemma 2.11] . So a splitting of the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of ad(E G ) produces a splitting of ad(E P ) as a direct sum of semistable vector bundles (of different slopes).
Let b denote the Lie algebras of B. Fix a T -submodule W ⊂ b such that (4.9) where S B is the set of simple roots with respect to (B, T ), and L χ , as before, is the submodule of b corresponding to χ. Consider the holomorphic vector bundles on X associated to the holomorphic principal T -bundle E T for the T -modules in (4.9). Let W := E T × T W be the holomorphic vector bundle associated to E T for the T -module W. As before, the holomorphic line bundle on X associated to E T for the T -module L χ will be denoted by L χ . Now from (4.9) we have the following:
We have degree(L χ ) ≥ 0 for every χ ∈ S B (see (4.2)), so
Let B 1 be the opposite Borel for (B, T ); so B 1 is the unique Borel subgroup of G such that B B 1 = T . Let b 1 denote the Lie algebra of B 1 . A G-invariant nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on g produces an isomorphism of b 1 with b * . Therefore, from (4.9) we have an isomorphism of T -modules
Let E B 1 := E T × T B 1 −→ X be the holomorphic principal B 1 -bundle obtained by extending the structure group of the principal T -bundle E T using the inclusion of T in B 1 . Since E T is a reduction of structure group of E G , it follows immediately that E B 1 is a reduction of structure group of E G to the subgroup B 1 ⊂ G. In particular, ad(E B 1 ) is a holomorphic subbundle of ad(E G ). Consider the holomorphic vector bundles on X associated to the holomorphic principal T -bundle E T for the T -modules in (4.10). From (4.10) we have the following:
For every χ ∈ S B , fix a nonzero section
which exists by (4.7). Now using (4.11), we have
Consequently,
is a co-Higgs field on E G .
We will prove that the G-co-Higgs bundle (E G , θ) constructed above is stable. This can be found in [Hi1] . More precisely, (E G , θ) is stable for the same reason as the G-Higgs bundle in [Hi1, p. 456, (5. 2)] is stable.
We also give an alternative argument for the stability of (E G , θ). Let E P ′ be a reduction to another parabolic P ′ , and suppose that θ is a section of ad(E P ′ ) ⊗ T X. The bundle of Lie algebras ad(E P ′ ) is a sub-algebra bundle of ad(E G ); it has a reduction ad(E B ′ ) to a Borel, which contains a trivial bundle t(E B ′ ) corresponding to the torus of B ′ . Now we see how this interacts with the P -bundle E P given by the Harder-Narasimhan reduction; under projection to the quotient of Lie algebra bundles E P (g/p) (a sum of negative line subbundles) t(E B ′ ) maps to zero, and so lies in ad(E P ); in addition it projects with a trivial kernel to the torus subbundle of ad(E B ), the Borel reduction of ad(E P ). The bundle t(E B ′ ) then acts non-trivially on the element θ, ensuring that each individual simple root space of S B lies in ad(E P ′ ), mod elements of ad(E P ). Taking commutators, the root spaces of ad(E B ′ ) project surjectively to the negative bundle E P (g/p), and so the anti dominant characters of P ′ have to yield positive line bundles. 4.1. An example. Let Ω 0 be the standard symplectic form on C 2r . Let G = Sp(2r, C) denote the group of all linear automorphisms of C 2r preserving Ω 0 . Giving a holomorphic principal G-bundle E G on X is equivalent to giving a pair (V, ϕ), where V is a holomorphic vector bundle on X of rank 2r, and
is a fiber-wise nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form. The Harder-Narasimhan reduction E P ⊂ E G of E G is simply the Harder-Narasimhan filtration
of the corresponding vector bundle V . Note that the annihilator, for the form ϕ, of the subbundle V i is V ℓ−i . Indeed, this follows immediately from the defining properties of a Harder-Narasimhan filtration and the fact that the dual of a semistable vector bundle is semistable.
A holomorphic reduction of structure group E G to a maximal torus T ⊂ G is a holomorphic filtration of subbundles
such that for every 0 ≤ i ≤ 2r, the subbundle W 2r−i is the annihilator, for the form ϕ, of the subbundle W i . Note that the rank of W i is i, and W r is a Lagrangian subbundle of V .
Let E G be a holomorphic principal G-bundle on X = P 1 . Let (V, ϕ) be the corresponding vector bundle with symplectic form. Then we have a holomorphic decomposition into a direct sum of holomorphic line bundles
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and (3) for every 1 ≤ i < 2r, the annihilator of the subbundle
for the symplectic form ϕ, is the subbundle
The decomposition in (4.12) is constructed by first splitting the Harder-Narasimhan filtration for V , and then splitting each semistable bundle in the direct summand as a direct sum of holomorphic line bundles.
The criterion in Theorem 4.1 says that there is a co-Higgs field
Strata for moduli
Apart from the case of G = SL(2, C) with odd degree, for which there exists a global description of the moduli space as a universal elliptic curve (cf. [Ra1, Section 7] ), a neat global description of moduli for all G remains to be found. The above arguments yield a description of strata in the moduli, the strata corresponding to the Harder-Narasimhan type or equivalently the splitting type of the bundle.
The Harder-Narasimhan type of the bundle corresponds to a dominant co-character µ : C * −→ T , the maximal torus of the group. By taking a logarithm, this is in turn an element M of the dual weight lattice in the Lie algebra t of the torus, lying in the positive Weyl chamber: χ(M) ≥ 0 for all simple positive roots χ . The stability condition says that for all simple positive roots χ, χ(M) ≤ 2. The set of cocharacters that this yields could be unbounded if the Lie algebra of the group has a non-trivial center, but we are considering bundles with a fixed topological degree; this cuts down the set of cocharacters to a finite set M, and so we have a finite set of strata S M , M ∈ M in the co-Higgs moduli.
For a given cocharacter M, we have a finite dimensional vector space V M of possible coHiggs fields in H 0 (ad(E P ) ⊗ T X) = H 0 (ad(E P ) ⊗ O X (2)). Splitting the Lie algebra of G into a torus t and a sum of root spaces R χ , we obtain The stability condition, as we have seen, is (Zariski) open, and the example in the previous section tells us that it is non-empty. We thus have a family U M ⊂ V M of stable co-Higgs fields of the same dimension as V M . Describing the set with any precision seems rather complicated.
To get the stratum S M , one must quotient by the group Aut M of automorphisms of the bundle. This is modeled on the parabolic group P corresponding to M; the Levi factor is the same as that of P , but for the unipotent piece, one replaces the complex line C χ corresponding to each root space by the space of sections H 0 (P 1 , O(χ(M)). The Lie algebra aut M of Aut M is given by (as a vector space) by a complex vector space of dimension The group Aut M will act freely on a generic set of V M : indeed, in V M one can choose nonzero entries in the root spaces, and one also has three components for each generator of the torus that one can choose freely. Choosing one of the torus components to be regular semisimple reduces one on the Lie algebra level to a torus, and then adding in some non-zero root space components gives a trivial stabilizer. For the case of bundles of trivial degree, we have a generic stratum (corresponding to M = 0) of dimension 2 dim(G).
